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This paper examines the role of modularity in tangential k-blocks over GF(9). It 
is shown that if M is a tangential k-block over GF(9) and F is a modular flat of M 
which is aftine over GF(9) then the simple matroid associated with the complete 
Brown truncation of A4 by F is also a tangential k-block over GF(9). This enables 
us to construct tangential k-blocks over GF(9) of all ranks Y where 9’ - 9 + 2 < 
r< 9k. We also consider tangential k-blocks which have modular hyperplanes; 
bounds are placed on the rank of members of this class and some of their minors 
are exhibited. 3” 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the role of modularity in tangential 
k-blocks over GF(q). In so doing we extend the class of known tangential 
k-blocks and show a conjecture of Welsh [ 111 to be false. For good dis- 
cussions of the problem see [ 1, 11, 121. 
In Section 3 we show that if F is an afline modular flat of a matroid M 
representable over GF(q), the complete Brown truncation of M by F, 
denoted T,(M), is also representable over GF(q). In the case that F is not 
affine or not modular we obtain extension fields of GF(q) over which 
T,(M) is representable. We then show that if A4 is a tangential k-block 
over GF(q) and F an afline modular flat of M, the simple matroid 
associated with T,(M) is also a tangential k-block over GF(q). This enables 
us to find tangential k-blocks over GF(q) of all ranks r where qk - q + 2 d 
Y < qk. As a consequence a conjecture of Welsh [ 111, namely that the only 
tangential l-blocks over the prime field GF(p) are the cycle matroid of the 
graph K,, + i and the uniform geometry U,,, + , , is shown to be false for all p 
not equal to 2 or 3. Tutte [9] and Walton and Welsh [lo] show the con- 
jecture to be true for p = 2 and p = 3, respectively. 
Most known tangential k-blocks are supersolvable in the sense of Stanley 
[7, S] and therefore have modular hyperplanes. In Section 4 we study the 
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class of tangential k-blocks over GF(q) with modular hyperplanes. We 
show that this class coincides with the class of tangential k-blocks over 
GF(q) which have a cocircuit C* with lC*l = qk, that the rank of any 
member of the class is less than or equal to qk and that if the rank Y 
matroid A4 belongs to the class, M contains the cycle matroid of the graph 
K r+, as a restriction minor. 
In Section 5 we give examples of tangential l-blocks over GF(4) and 
GF(5). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of matroid 
theory, particularly that of the characteristic polynomial P(M; 1) of a 
matroid and the critical exponent c(M; q) of a matroid representable over 
GF(q). Welsh [ 13, Chap. 161 provides a good introduction to these topics; 
free use will be made of results in this chapter. The terminology used here 
for matroids will in general follow Welsh [13]. If A4 is a matroid with 
ground set E and SC E, the restriction of A4 to E’\S will be denoted by 
A4 1 (E\ S) or by M\ S and the contraction of M to E\ S will be denoted by 
M. (E\S) or by M/S in either case according to convenience. The closure 
and the rank of S in M will be denoted by cl,,JS) and r,JS), respectively, 
or if no danger of ambiguity exists by cl(S) and Y(S), respectively. The sim- 
ple matroid associated with M will be denoted by ii?. If H is a hyperplane 
of M then the cocircuit EJ H will be called the cocircuit corresponding 
to H. 
Tangential k-Blocks over GF(q) 
As defined in [lo], for 1 < k < r - 1, a set X of points of the projective 
geometry PG(r - 1, q) is a tangential k-block over GF(q) if the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) Xn Wf @ for every subspace W of PG(r - 1, q) which has rank 
r(W)=r-k. 
(ii) For every proper nonempty flat F of PG(r - 1, q) 1 X with r(F) 6 
r-k there exists a subspace W of PG(r- 1, q) with r(W) = r - k and 
WnX=F. 
Alernatively we have, in the language of characteristic polynomials; a 
matroid M is a tangential k-block over GF(q) if the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) M is simple and representable over GF(q), 
(b) P(M; qk) = 0, 
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(c) P(M/F; q”) > 0 whenever F is a proper nonempty flat of M. 
Note that condition (c) above is equivalent to the apparently stronger, 
(c)’ P(M’; qk) > 0 whenever M’ is a proper loopless minor of M. 
We say that M is a tangential k-block if there exists a prime power q such 
that M is a tangential k-block over GF(q). 
Modular Flats 
A flat F of a matroid M is modular if r(F) + r(F) = r(Fu F’) + r(Fn F’) 
for every flat F’ of M. Modular flats are studied extensively in [2] where 
Propositions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If F is a modularflat of the matroid M with ground set 
E then for any A E. E\ F, F is a modular ,flat of M\ A. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. [f F is a modular flat of the matroid M and F is a flat 
of M disjoint ,from F then cl,,,(F) is modular in MJF and M 1 F = 
(M/f”) I F. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. H is a modular hyperplane of the loopless matroid M if 
and only if H meets every rank 2 flat qf M. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If F is a rank k flat of the loopless matroid M and 
there exists Xc F such that F\X is a rank k modular ,jlat of M\X then F is 
a modular flat of M. 
Proof. In [2] Brylawski shows that a flat F is modular if and only if for 
all flats F disjoint from F, r(F) + r(F) = r(Fu F’). The result follows from 
this observation. 
The Complete Brown Truncation 
Throughout this section M will denote a rank r simple matroid with 
ground set E and F will denote a rank k flat of M. The complete Brown 
truncation of M by F, denoted T,(M) is the matroid whose bases are sub- 
sets of E of the form B or B’ v (x}, x E F where B and B’ are independent 
subsets (inM) of E\F with lBI=r-k+l, 1R =r-k and r(BuF)= 
r( B’ u F) = r. 
This definition is slightly idiosyncratic in that the complete &own trun- 
cation as defined in [3] is equal to T,(M); that is, the simple matroid 
associated with T,(M). 
Let M’ be a matroid and M = M’\ P. If F is a flat of M, then the set P of 
points is freely placed on F if P c cl,(F) and whenever C is a circuit of M’ 
meeting P, Feel,.(C). As pointed out in [3] we have the following 
equivalent definition of the complete Brown truncation. T,(M) = M’/P 
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where M’ is the matroid obtained from M by putting a set P of k ~ 1 
independent points freely on the flat F. 
If S is any subset of E then the complete Brown truncation of M by S is 
equal to Tc,,,s~(W 
Most applications of T,(M) occur when F is modular. In this case the 
bases of T,(M) can be characterised more simply. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If F is modular, the bases of T,-(M) are the subsets B, 
independent in M with / BI = r - k + 1 and r( B u F) = Y. 
Proof Say B is a set of r ~ k + 1 independent points with r(B u F) = r. 
If B contains no point of F then B is a basis of T,-(M) so assume 
B n Ff @. Since F is modular in M, r(cl(B) n F) = 1 so B contains exactly 
one point of F, say x. Since x$cl(B\{x}), r(cl(B\(x})nF)=O and 
therefore r((B\{x}) u F) = r(F) + r(B\jx}) = r which implies that 
(B\{xHu CY> is a basis of T,(M) for any y E F; in particular B is a basis 
of T,(M). 
On the other hand it is routine to show that all bases of T,(M) satisfy 
the conditions of the proposition. 
The following proposition is proved in 121. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If F is modular then A is aflat qf T,(M) if and only if 
A is a flat of M which either contains F or is disjoint ,from F. If A is disjoint 
,from F, T,..(M)IA=MIA. 
LEMMA 27. [f F is any rank kjlat qf M, T,-(M)lF= M/F 
ProoJ: If B is a basis of T,(M)/F then since F is a rank 1 flat of T,(M), 
Bu (x} is a basis of T,(M) for some x E F. But this implies from the 
definition of T,(M) that B is a set of r-k independent points (in M) of 
E\F with r(B u F) = r and this is the requirement for B to be a basis of 
M/F. 
On the other hand if B is a basis of M/F, B is a set of r-k independent 
points of E\ F with r( B u F) = r, hence B u {x} is a basis of T,:(M) for any 
x E F and B is therefore a basis of T,(M)/F. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let F be modular in M and A be aflat of T,(M). Jf’F 
is contained in A, T,(M)/A = M/A and if F is disjoint ,from A, T,(M)/A = 
TdMIA 1. 
ProoJ If E is contained in A, the result follows from Lemma 2.7 so 
assume that F is disjoint from A. Let M’ be the matroid ob-tained from M 
by placing a set P of k - 1 independent points freely on the flat F. By 
Proposition 2.4, Fu P is a modular flat of M’. Also A is a flat of M’ with 
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A n (Fu P) = d, hence by Proposition 2.2, cl,,,,(Fu P) is modular in 
M’/A and (M’/A)J(Fu P) = M’I (Fu P). This shows that P is a set of k - 1 
independent points of cl,,,,(Fu P) in M’/A. Say C is a circuit of M’/A 
with C n P # iz, then there exists A’ c A such that C u A’ is a circuit of M’ 
and thereforeF~cl,(CuA’)scl,.(CuA). Now ifxEaA, x~cl~,,~(C) 
if and only if x E cl,.(Cu A) so Fz clMfliA(C) and therefore cl,,,,(F) = 
cl,.,,(Fu P) E cl,.,,(C). That is, P is freely placed on cl,,,,(Fu P). Hence 
T,(M/A) = (M’/A)/P= (M’/P)/A = T,(M)/A. 
Proposition 2.9 is a fundamental result connecting modular flats, the 
complete Brown truncation and characteristic polynomials; it first 
appeared in [Z]. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. !f F is modular in M, P(M; 2) = P( T,(M); jW) 
P(MI F; L)/(n - 1). 
3. REPRESENTABILITY OF T,(M) AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
TANGENTIAL k-BLOCKS OVER GF(q) 
THEOREM 3.1. If M is a matroid representable over GF(q) and F is a 
modular jlat of M which is affine over GF(q) then T,(M) is representable 
ouer GF(q). 
ProoJ We lose no generality in assuming that M is simple and that for 
some set of points E of PG(r - 1, q), M= PG(r - 1, q) / E. Let r be the rank 
function of PG(r - 1, q). Say F has rank k, then clPC;,rp ,,yj(F) is a rank k 
subspace of PG(r - l,q) and since F is affine this subspace contains a rank 
k - 1 subspace, with set of points say F, which is disjoint from F. Let M’ = 
PG(r - 1, q) ( (Eu F). We show that T,(M) = M’/F’. 
Say B is a basis of T,(M) then since F is modular in M we know by 
Proposition 2.5 that B is a set of r-k + 1 independent points of E with 
r( B u F) = r. Fu F is a rank k flat of M’ and by Proposition 2.4 Fu F’ is 
modular in M and hence r((FuF’)nclnns(B)) = r(FuF’)+r(B)- 
r((Fu F) u B) = 1 and since F is modular in M, r(Fncl,(B)) = r(F) + 
r(B)-r(FuB)=l. But cl,,(B)~cl,(B) so (FuF’)ncl,.(B) 2 Fn 
cl,& B) and since both these sets are single points we have (F u F’) n cl,4 B) 
= Fn cl,(B) and therefore cl,.(B) n F = @. F’ is a modular flat of 
PG(r - 1, q) and is therefore by Proposition 2.1 a modular flat of M’ so 
r(BuF’)=r(B)+r(F’-r(cl,.(B)nF’)=r and therefore B is a basis of 
M/F’. 
On the other hand if B is a basis of Ml/F’, B is a set of r - k + 1 indepen- 
dent points of E with r(B u F) = r and therefore r(B u (Fu F’)) = r. Since 
Fu F is modular, r(cl,,(B) n (Fu F)) = 1 and therefore r(cl,(B) n F) d 1. 
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But v(BuF) = r(B)+r(F)-r(cl,(B)nF) so u(BuF)>:; that is, 
u(B u F) = Y and therefore B is a basis of T,(M). So T,(M) = M’/F’ and is 
representable over GF(q). 
COROLLARY 3.2. If M is representable over GF(q) and F is a modular 
jlat of M with c(Ml F; q) = 1 th en T,:(M) is representable over GF(q’). 
Proof M is representable over GF(q’) and Ml F is affine over GF(q’). 
COROLLARY 3.3. If M is representable over GF(q) and F is a rank kflat 
of M then T,(M) is representable over GF(qk). 
Proof. Say M= PG(r - 1, q) (E and K is the set of points of the rank k 
subspace of PG(r - 1, q) spanned by F. Let M’ = PG(r - 1, q) / (E u K); K is 
a rank k modular flat of M’ and c(M’ ) K; q) = k so TK(M’) is representable 
over GF(qk). It is readily seen that T,(M) = T,(M’)J E and therefore 
T,(M) is representable over GF(qk). 
Although we do not use Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 they are included 
because they follow nicely from Theorem 3.1. The following theorem is our 
main result. 
THEOREM 3.4. If M is a tangential k-block over GF(q) and F is a proper 
nonempt)) modular ,jlat of M which is affine over GF(q) then T,(M) is a 
tangential k-block over GF(q). 
Proof. Certainly T,(M) is simple and since F is modular in M and 
MI F is affine over GF(q), T,(M) is representable over GF(q) by 
Theorem 3.1. 
P(M; qk) = 0 and P(MlF;q%-0 
so by Proposition 2.9, P(T,(M); qk) = P(T,(M); qk) = (qk - 1) P(M; ql;)/ 
P(M j F: qk) = 0. 
Let A be a proper nonempty flat of T,(M) then by Propositions 2.6 and 
2.8 either A is a flat of M containing F, in which case TF(M)/A = M/A or A 
is a flat of M disjoint from F in which case T,-(M)/A = T,(M/A). in the 
case T,(M)/A = M/A, P( T,-(M)/A; qk) is certainly positive so assume that 
F is disjoint from A and hence T,(M)/A = T,(M/A). By Proposition 2.2, 
clMIA(F) is modular in M/A and therefore P( T,( M/A; q’) = 
P(T,(M/A); qk) = (qk- 1) P(M/A; qk)IP((M/A)Icl,~,,~(F); q”bO. But 
minors obtained by contracting out flats in T,(M) differ from minors 
obtained by contracting out corresponding flats in T,(M) only in respect of 
parallel elements and therefore have identical characteristic polynomials, so 
if M’ is a minor obtained by contracting out a proper nonempty flat of 
T,(M), P(M’; qk) > 0 and the theorem is proved. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Zf A4 is a tangential l-block over GF(q) and F is a 
proper nonempty modular jlat of M then T,(M) is a tangential I -block over 
GF(q). 
Proof All proper nonempty flats of a tangential l-block over GF(q) 
are affine over GF(q). 
The cycle matroid of the complete graph on qk + 1 vertices, denoted 
W&i + I) is a tangential k-block over GF(q) for any prime power q (see, 
e.g., Welsh [ I1 1) and for 1 d 1~ qk + 1, M(K,I + ,) contains modular flats 
isomorphic to M(K,) (see, e.g., Brylawski [2]) and for 2 <n < q, M(K,,) is 
affine over GF(q). Hence for 2 < n < q, TMCKnj(A4(K,~ + ,)) is a tangential k- 
block over GF(q) but r(TMcK,,)(WK,~+ I))) = r(WQ+ 1)) - r(WK,)) + 1 
= q” - (n - 1) + 1 = qk -n + 2 and therefore we have: 
COROLLARY 3.6. [f q is a prime pobrer und q” - q + 2 6 r < q” then there 
exists a tangential k-block over GF(q) of rank r; 
and in particular; 
COROLLARY 3.7. There exist tangential l-blocks over GF(q) qf all ranks 
r w>here 2 < r < q. 
In [ 1 l] Welsh conjectures that the only tangential l-blocks over the 
prime field GF(p) are M(K,,+ , ) and U7,P+, It is an immediate con- 
sequence of Corollary 3.7 that this conjecture is false for all primes other 
than 2 and 3. 
4. TANGENTIAL k-BLOCKS WITH MODULAR HYPERPLANES 
In this section we study the structure of tangential k-blocks with 
modular hyperplanes; we first show that this class coincides with the class 
of tangential k-blocks which have cocircuits of cardinality qk. The following 
result appears in [4, 5, 61. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Oxley). Let A4 he a matroid ,rith hyperplane H and 
corresponding cocircuit {e,, e2,..., e,} then the characteristic polynomial qf 
A4 satisfies the identity 
P(M; A) = (&m) P(m{e,, e2 ,..., e,,}; A) 
+ 1 C P(M\je, ,..., e,-, , ej+, ,..., ei ~>l{ei, e,), jb). 
i=2 ,= I 
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Theorem 4.2 appears without proof, credited to Oxley, in [3, Exercise 
15(b), p. 1411. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Oxley). A hyperplane of a tangential k-biock over GF(q) 
is modular if and only if its corresponding cocircuit has cardinality qk. 
ProoJ Say H is a modular hyperplane of the tangential k-block M over 
GF(q). Let m be the cardinality of the cocircuit corresponding to H. 
We have, since H is modular, P(M; qk) = (qk-m) P(MI H; qk), but 
P( M; qk) = 0 and P(A4 1 H; qk) > 0 so m = q’. 
Say M has a cocircuit C* with lC*I = qk. Assume that the corresponding 
hyperplane H is not modular; then by Proposition 2.3 there exist points x 
and y in C* with cl({x, y})nH=@. Let C*={e,,e,,...,e,i} where 
- x and e A= y; {e+,, e,i} is a flat of w{e,, e, ,..., eyid2} and 
ZZeifOre M’ = G\ ( el, e2,-, e,~-2)l(e,~-l, e,i> is a loopless proper minor 
of A4 so P(M’; q) > 0. But by Lemma 4.1, P(M; q’) > P(M’; qk) > 0 which 
is a contradiction and H is therefore modular. 
As a straightforward consequence of Theorem 4.2 we observe that if C* 
is a cocircuit of a tangential k-block over GF(q) with no modular hyper- 
planes then 1 C*l > qk. 
In general it is very difficult to place a bound on the number of tangen- 
tial k-blocks over a given field. We now show that in the restricted class of 
tangential k-blocks with modular hyperplanes it is always possible to do 
this. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let M be a tangential k-block over GF(q) with modular 
hyperplane H and corresponding cocircuit C*. [f IE H then x belongs to a 
line determined by points sf C”. 
Prooj: If r(M) = 2 the results is certainly true so assume that r(M) > 2. 
In [2] Brylawski shows that a modular flat of a connected matroid is con- 
nected and it is routine to show that any tangential k-block over GF(q) is 
connected, hence H is connected. Assume x E H and x belongs to no line 
determined by points of C*. Since H is connected and r(H) 2 2, x is not 
a coloop of MI H and therefore fl{-~} is a hyperplane of M\{ -XI>. 
But H\(x) meets every line determined by points of the cocircuit C* 
of M\cxj so H\{xl is modular in M\(x). Hence ~(W{X}; IL)= 
P(H‘\{x}; A)(jti - qk) and therefore P(M\{x}; qk) = 0 which contradicts the 
assumption that A4 is a tangential k-block over GF(q). So x belongs to a 
line determined by points of C* and the Lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If M is a tangential k-block over GF(q) with cocircuit 
C” corresponding to the modular hyperplane H then r(F) = r(M). 
582b’42:1-3 
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Proof: Since every point of H belongs to a line determined by points in 
C*, Hs cl(C*) and therefore r(C*) = r(M). 
As an immediate corollary we have 
COROLLARY 4.4. If M is a tangential k-block GF(q) Lcith u modular 
hyperplane (equivalently u cocircuit of cardinality qk) then r(M) < q”. 
Thus there are only a finite number of tangential k-blocks with modular 
hyperplanes over a given finite field. The persistence of Tutte’s tangential 2- 
block conjecture indicates the difficulty of finding a similar result for 
arbitrary tangential k-blocks. 
Although, in general, it is difficult to find all tangential k-blocks over a 
given field many critical problems could be solved if it could be shown that 
all tangential k-blocks possess certain “interesting” minors. In particular I 
know of no counterexample to the conjecture that any tangential k-block 
has a minor isomorphic to M(K, + 2); the conjecture is certainly true for all 
tangential l-blocks and for tangential 2-blocks over GF(2). While this con- 
jecture seems difficult to resolve in general we can show that for the restric- 
ted class of tangential k-blocks with modular hyperplanes a stronger form 
is true; that is, any tangential k-block over GF(q) with a modular hyper- 
plane contains M(K, + 2) as a restriction minor. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let M be a mutroid representable over GF(q), H he a 
modular hyperplane of M and C* the cocircuit corresponding to H. Jf 
r(C”) =m then M contains a restriction minor isomorphic to M(K,,,+ ,). 
Proof: If M is not simple consider ii?; that is, we may assume without 
loss of generality that M is simple. Since u(C*) = m, C* contains an 
independent set B’ with 1 B’I = m. Since H is modular, each line determined 
by a pair of points of B’ meets H. Let P be the set of points of intersection 
of these lines with H and let M’ = MI(B’ v P). We show that M’ is 
isomorphic to M( K,?, + , ). 
Let B’= {b, ,..., b,,}. Since M is representable over GF(q), M’ is and 
since B’ is a basis of M’ there exists a matrix representation of M’ over 
GF(q) where (for 1 < i < nz) the ith column of I,,, (the m x m identity matrix 
over GF(q)) corresponds to b,. In this representation, P is represented by a 
subset of the set of vectors of a hyperplane of V(r, q) which contains 
none of the column vectors of 1,X. A hyperplane, with equation 
a, x, + ... + a,,~,,, = 0 misses the column vectors of I,,, if and only if for 
1 6 id m, aj# 0. A vector common to such a hyperplane and the flat of 
V(r, q) spanned by the ith and jth columns of I,, is the vector (xl ,..., x,,,)~ 
where -7~; = a,, x,= --a, and otherwise xk =O. That is, there exists an m- 
tuple (a,,..., a,,,) of nonzero elements of GF(q) such that the m x (‘“: ‘) 
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matrix S described below is a representation of M’ over GF(q). S is the 
matrix whose first m columns form I,, while the remaining (y) columns are 
ail possible distinct vectors of the form (x, ,..., x,,,)’ where for i<j, xi= a,, 
X, = --ai and otherwise xx- = 0. Let R = (r,,) be the m x m matrix over 
GF(q) defined by 
a; if i=j ri, = 
1 0 otherwise. 
One routinely sees that by multiplication of the columns of RS by 
appropriate nonzero scalars one obtains a matrix T of the following form. 
The first m columns of T form I,, while the remaining columns of T consist 
of the (;‘) distinct vectors of the form (0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0, - 1, 0 ,..., 0)‘. R is 
nonsingular so T is a representation of M’ over GF(q). But T is well 
known to be a unimodular representation of M(K,,, + , ); that is a represen- 
tation of M(K,,,+ ,) over any field and in particular a representation of 
M(K,, + I 1 over GF(q). Hence M’ r M( K,,, + , ). 
COROLLARY 4.6. i’j M is a rank r tangential k-block over GF(q) with u 
modular hyperplune then M contains a restriction minor isomorphic to 
M(K+ I ). 
Proqf: By Corollary 4.3, the cocircuit corresponding to any modular 
hyperplane in M is a spanning and hence has rank I’. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If M is a tangential k-block over GF(q) with a modular 
hyperplane then A4 contains a restriction minor isomorphic to M(K, + 2). 
Proof. Say M is simple and representable over GF(q) with 
r(M) < k + 1. Then M is isomorphic to a restriction of PG(k - 1, q) and 
therefore P(M; qk) 3 P(PG(k - 1, q); q’) > 0. So no tangential k-block has 
rank less than k + 1 and the result follows from Corollary 4..6. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.6. 
COROLLARY 4.8. M(K++, ) is the unique tangential k-block over GF(q) 
Maith a modular hyperplane and rank qil. 
5. TANGEKTIAL I-BLOCKS OVER GF(4) AND GF(5) 
5.1. Tangential l-Blocks over GF(4) 
As pointed out in [lo], M(K,), U,.,, PG(2,2), AG(2, 3) and the cocycie 
matroid of the Petersen graph, M(PT,,) are all tangential l-blocks over 
GF(4). In addition to this, T MCK3,(M(KS)) is a tangential I-blocks over 
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GF(4) and it is readily verified that T,,,,,(M(PT,)) is well defined and is a 
tangential l-block over GF(4). 
5.2. Tangential I-Blocks ooer GF(5) 
Over GF(5) we have as tangential l-blocks M(K,), T,,,,(,,,(M(K,)),, 
T McK4W(&))y and TMcKSl (M(K,)) which is isomorphic to U,,,. But these 
are by no means the only ones as the following example shows. 
Consider the matroids M,, M,, and M3 whose Euclidean represen- 
tations are shown in Figure 1. M, is isomorphic to T,,,,CK4j(M(K6)) and is a 
tangential l-block over GF(5). It is routine to show that M, and M, are 
representable over GF(5) (either by arguing geometrically or by finding a 
direct representation), and that neither has a minor isomorphic to U,,,. 
Since H, and H, are modular hyperplanes of Mz and M, respectively we 
have, P(M,;i,) = (&l)(L-4)(&5) and P(M,;A) = (Ll)(L3) 
(A- 5) and therefore both M, and M, are tangential l-blocks over GF(5). 
Note that P(M, ; 2) = (A - l)(A - 4)(,1, - 5) and M, and M, are therefore 
nonisomorphic tangential 1 -blocks over GF( 5) with identical characteristic 
polynomials. 
FIGURE 1 
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